Features and Components

Student’s Edition and eText
Grades K-6, 2-volume consumables, include built-in homework and increases student engagement with Common Core content. Available in both English and Spanish. Student’s Edition available on CD-ROM.

Teacher’s Edition and eText
Grades K-6, 2-volume Teacher’s Editions available in both English and dual language (Spanish student pages with English Teacher notes). Teacher’s Edition available on DVD-ROM.

ACTIVe-book, Student’s Edition
Assignable Student’s Edition pages with interactivity allow students to take notes, ask questions, and journal. ACTIVe-book is available with English and Spanish Student’s Editions.

Teacher Edition Program Overview
A comprehensive overview of the program for each grade and is available in English and Spanish.

Mathematical Practice Classroom Posters
Set of classroom posters describing each of the 8 Mathematical Practices in student-friendly language and images in both English and Spanish.

Assessment Sourcebook
Book includes two parallel Practice Tests correlated to the Common Core and Performance Tasks with open-ended questions and a scoring rubric. The Assessment Sourcebook is available in both English and Spanish.

ELL Toolkit
Book containing daily leveled instruction for students at Beginning, Intermediate, Advanced, and Advanced/High levels of English language proficiency.
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Daily Common Core Review
This book, available in English and Spanish, includes free response and multiple choice problems that help maintain problem solving proficiency.

Math Diagnosis and Intervention System 2.0
A two-part system for assessment, diagnosis, intervention, and monitoring in English and Spanish. Organized by Common Core and tied to lesson concepts, MDIS2.0 addresses a range of grade levels (K-3 and 4-6) and includes a Teacher Guide in each part.

Problem Solving Reading Mats
Beautiful image-heavy mats available for each topic at Grades K-6 with an accompanying lesson-specific Problem Solving Reading Activity master for two lessons in the topic. The master has questions that use the data on the mat. The Problem-Solving Reading Activity Guide provides other suggestions on how to use mats for each topic. Problem Solving Reading Mats are available in both English and Spanish.

Interactive Math Stories
Available in both print and digital formats, in English and Spanish, these stories introduce math concepts for each topic at K-2 with accompanying resource masters.

Quick and Easy Centers Kit for Differentiated Instruction
A durable organizer with labels in both English and Spanish and pockets that hold the Problem Solving Reading Mats and worksheets, math and science activities, Center games for on-level and above group work, digital Math Tool activities, and includes 4 sets of small group manipulative kits.

Manipulative Kits
Grade specific kits that include manipulatives used within the lessons. Student and Classroom kits.
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PearsonRealize.com
PearsonRealize.com offers flexibility in planning, teaching, learning, and progress monitoring. It’s easy to navigate, assign resources, search, customize, plan, assess, and analyze data.

Professional Development Videos
Videos from the authors sharing their expertise and information on each topic.

Listen and Look For Videos
Short professional development videos that prepare teachers for what student understanding of the Standards in the upcoming lesson will sound and look like using examples of student work.

Math Games
Online thinking games to motivate and enhance learning for grades K-6 in English and Spanish. Intelligently interactive, each game challenges students to apply previous math learning and build to more complex concepts.

Math Practices Animations
Short videos for each of the 8 Mathematical Practices. Videos explain and demonstrate each Mathematical Practice in student-friendly language in English and Spanish.

Another Look Videos
Videos offering online help for every lesson from an engaging video that presents an example similar to the one in Another Look in the Student Edition. Another Look Videos are available in English and Spanish. Bounce directly to the video from the Another Look problem in every lesson using the free BouncePages app.

Visual Learning Animations Plus
Students interact with this step-by-step representation of the lesson concept helping to make the mathematics explicit. Visual Learning Animation Plus videos are available in English and Spanish. Bounce directly to the video from the Visual Learning Bridge in every lesson using the free BouncePages app.
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Practice Buddy Online
For grades 3-6, Practice Buddy offers auto scoring with on-screen help and online personalized practice that provides Independent Practice, Math Practices, and Problem Solving as well as Homework and Practice for every lesson.

Today's Challenge
Five problems with increasing difficulty using the same data to reinforce the kind of thinking students need for success on next generation assessments, available in Spanish and English.

Solve and Share
Each lesson opens with rich problems for students to discuss and share solution strategies. Begin every lesson with the power of problem-based learning and classroom conversation. Solve and Share is available in English and Spanish.

Math Tools
Math Tools are a suite of digital math tools to teach for understanding. Students have access to a wide range of interactive digital tools anytime and anywhere.

Quick Check
A Quick Check is available for every lesson plus other auto-scored online assessments ensuring that students are on track for understanding of math concepts and skills.

Animated Glossary
This online program glossary for students includes sound and animation and is available in English and Spanish.

Digital Resources DVD
ExamView Assessment Suite CD-ROM
Student’s Edition CD-ROM
Teacher’s Edition DVD-ROM
Resources on disk in English and Spanish for use when the network is down.
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